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Negative It is time to stop the massive building of flats in Hornsby & surrounding districts until the infrastructure can be built to support it. As an example look 

what happend on Thursday 23rd March 2017 when just one truck rolled over and then later one dual car accident occured. This completely brought 

traffic to a halt in Hornsby & to its north. This is with the exisitng flats still mostly unoccupied. What is going to happen WHEN we have a big bush fire? 

Lots of people burnt in their cars when trying to move on clogged roads?    Where are the new roads to support the doubling of population - the number 

of roads should also be doubled to keep the traffic density the same. Where are the new roads?    Sydney needs a proper 4 lanes each way ring road to be 

built NOW with a new Hawksbury River crossing point which is well away from the exisitng one. This would allow traffic still to flow when there are 

accidents on the M1 (F3). Remember 1994 when the roads & railway north near Brooklyn were closed due to fires. From Hornsby you could not go 

North, East or West due to the fires. What will happen with a bigger population? This new ring road would support traffic for a long time & would divert 

traffic not wanting to go to Sydney around it. The tunnel underneath Pennant Hills Road is just Transurban forcing M1 traffic to use the M2. Even they 

know that a proper ring road around Sydney is needed now. They just put forward the tunnel proposal to protect their M2 investment. Think of Mr 

Bradfield who had the foresight to build a bridge with 4 wide lanes for cars (now altered to 6), 2 lanes for Rail & 2 lanes for trams. That was designed in 

the late 1920's, when most people did not have a car.    With the increase in the number of flats where are the power stations & water storage dams 

being built to support them? During the bush fires, around 6 years ago, there was not even enough water pressure in Berowra for the water to come 

out of a hose. That was before the invasion of the flats started.    The current rail system on the North Shore cannot cope with  the existing demand. Try & 

get a seat on a train from Hornsby from 6:30am to 7:30am.. You will have to stand all the way to the city.  When is the track & signalling going to be 

upgraded to allow faster, more frequent trains? It takes nealy an hour to Wynyard whereas 20 years ago it took around 45 minutes - ie it is getting 

slower not quicker. This is also why is is senseless to build all the flats nominally by the railway when it can't cope with existing traffic offered.  When was 

the last railway station built around Hornsby? - I would think it was a Brooklyn which was openned on 7 April 1887. So it is over a 130 years since a new 

station was built. I agree that there have been some upgrades at existing stations but they still don't have the capacity to cope. Parking is anothe rmajor 

issue. If people are to use the trains they need somewhere to park their cars. Busses just are not often or reliable enough to use to get to the 

train.    Another road which is needed is from the F3 (M1) to Brookvale. There was land put aside for this but the State Government sold it off. This new 

road has been needed for a very long time - it can take over an hour just to St Ives on a Saturday morning & sometimes even longer to get back due to 

the single lane road "Burns Road". It is ridiculous that this hasn't been addressed in over 20 years.    The new huge mostly private hospital in French's 

Forest is not in a good place again due to the amount of traffic & poor roads in this area. If you look overseas you will see that the massive hospitals 

often suffer badly from outbreaks of dysentery & drug resistant bugs eg MRSA which forces them to close many wards. Having more smaller hospitals 

avoids this problem. I wonder how this huge place will be able to be evacuated if a big bush fire starts in bushland (Kuringai Chase) which is close by. 
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